
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: September 16, 2020 2:17 PM
To: 'Bennett Little'
Subject: RE: Sept. 16/20 RE: Sept. 15/20 question

Can you clarify if you’re looking to purchase nitrile gloves through the ESCR for your client?

From: Bennett Little [mailto:benlittle@facetedproducts.com]
Sent: September 16, 2020 11:17 AM
To: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: Sept. 16/20 RE: Sept. 15/20 question

Good morning, Chelsea – I hope that you are doing well and staying positive.

I was thinking of you and all the other people that I’ve ‘met’ during this pandemic –
people who are working their tails off trying to get ahead of the curve to enable all of
us as a society and a species to come out of the wormhole (sorry for mixing
metaphors but too tired to try and fix it LOL) on the other side – when I heard of this
demonstration in Montreal last Saturday attended by 1000’s. They are anti-vaccine,
anti-mask, convinced that the government made the virus/is overstating the virus/is
overstating the death toll, and that 5G is causing the virus. And then they will get sick,
take up beds and resources, and unfortunates who are in the wrong place at the
wrong time will be waiting in line. I still want anyone to give me a plausible reason
why 5G could cause this, or anything.

For the Class II item, it is actually simple, at least simple to say – nitrile gloves.

I was thinking of testing them on the anti-maskers....put it over their heads and, if
they can’t breathe, we know it works LOL

Let me know – and thanks. Keep the faith!

Bennett

From: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Sent: September 16, 2020 9:34 AM
To: Bennett Little <benlittle@facetedproducts.com>
Subject: RE: Sept. 15/20 question

Hi Bennett,

Can you give me more information? What are they hoping to do with the government?
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A lot of information about procurement contracts can be found here: https://buyandsell.gc.ca/supplying-goods-and-
services-in-support-of-canada-s-response-to-covid-19 

I can pass your email along to our procurement team if you want, but it would be good to get more information.

Thanks,

Chelsea

From: Bennett Little [mailto:benlittle@facetedproducts.com]
Sent: September 15, 2020 6:35 PM
To: Kusnick, Chelsea (SPAC/PSPC) <chelsea.kusnick@canada.ca>
Subject: Sept. 15/20 question

Chelsea, good evening – I’ve got a client who wants me to act on their behalf to
source nitrile gloves, which we all know is a Class II...the question: Is there a person
that I can speak to in order to tell me how to apply (and how long it will take)? I just
want to make sure that I do it right the first time ��

Thanks.

Have a good evening.

Bennett
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